[Formation of structural chromosome mutations in metaphase of mitosis].
The rate of structural chromosome mutations at metaphase of the first mitosis was determined in culture of embrionic mouse fibroblasts after UV-irradiation during the S-period (lambda = 265 nm at an incident dose of 40 erg/mm2). It is established that the mutation rate is higher at late metaphase than at early metaphase. After the cell treatment with intercalating compounds (actinomycin D, acridine orange or ethidium bromide) at metaphase, the rate of UV-induced chromosome aberrations was decreased (about 2-fold). It is concluded from the results obtained that the majority of aberrations arise during metaphase after UV-irradiation in the process of DNA synthesis. After the cell treatment with o-methylhydroxylamine (OMHA) during the S-period the rate of structural mutations was the same at late and early metaphases. This rate was not affected by the caffeine treatment at metaphase; during this stage the acentric chromosome fragments lie outside the equatorial plate, which is an indication that the OMHA-induced aberrations, in contrast to the UV-induced aberrations, are formed before the beginning of metaphase, possibly during the interphase. It is suggested that the chromosome condensation during metaphase is of importance in the formation of structural mutations.